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An arc method is presented for solving the equality constrained nonlinear 
programming problem. The curvilinear search path used at each iteration of the 
algorithm is a second-order approximation to the geodesic of the constraint surface 
which emanates from the current feasible point and has the same initial heading as 
the projected negative gradient at that point. When the constraints are linear, or 
when the step length is sufficiently small, the algorithm reduces to Rosen’s Gradient 
Projection Method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the problem of finding the minimum of a continuously 
differentiable nonlinear function f(x), f: R” + R, when the variable point x is 
restricted to the continuous surface 
S = {x E R”/h,(x) = 0, i = l,..., m, m < n). (1.1) 
A broad and perhaps the most successful class of methods for solving the 
above problem is the class of methods which iteratively construct, from an 
initial feasible point x0, a monotonically improving sequence {xk}, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,,.., of feasible points according to a recurrence formula of the 
form 
Xk + ’ = Xk + fkd(Xk), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
where d(xk) is a descent direction defined on the tangent subspace to S at xk 
and determined on the basis of the gradient. The vector d(xk) itself, however, 
is not in general a feasible direction, since the surface S may be curved. 
Therefore, it is not always possible to obtain the next point along this vector. 
What is typically done in the face of this difficulty is to obtain a point along 
the direction d(xk) that decreases the value of the objective function and then 
move to a nearby feasible point in a direction perpendicular to the tangent 
plane at the original point. 
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A more sophisticated approach to the problem would be to define a space 
curve x(t) emanating from the current feasible point xk, having an initial 
heading identical to that of the vector d(xk) and remaining on the constraint 
surface S for all t, and to minimize the objective function along that arc. 
Clearly, such a curve is not unique. Assuming that we adopt the same notion 
of distance between points on the surface to the one which we are using in 
R”, it seems natural to select that curve which minimizes the arc length 
J$ II$t)ll dt and has x(0) = xk, 1(O) = d(xk), where 11 . 11 is the usual Euclidean 
norm. But this curve is the geodesic of the constraint surface which emanates 
from a given point on the surface in a given direction. 
In this paper an algorithm based on the idea of the geodesic is developed 
for the solution of the equality constrained nonlinear programming problem. 
The curvilinear search path used at the kth iteration of the algorithm is a 
second-order approximation to the geodesic starting from xk in the direction 
of the projected negative gradient at that point. An interesting feature of the 
path is that when the constraints are linear, or when the step length is 
sufftciently small, it yields the search direction used by Rosen’s Gradient 
Projection Method. 
Throughout this paper we shall make the following 
Regularity Assumption. The set {Vh,(x), i = l,..., m} of constraint 
gradients is linearly independent. 1 
2. DERIVATION AND SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE 
GEODESIC 
Let us consider the constraint surface 
S={xER”/h(x)=O,h:R”-+Rm,m<n} (2-l) 
and the family 
X= {x: [0, $I+ RR/x E S} (2.2) 
of all smooth curves lying on S and connecting two points x(0) and x(tr> 
OfS. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The geodesic onnecting two points x(0) and x(ff> on S 
is the curve in the family X that minimizes the total arc length 
hII Wll dt. 1 
It is common to parameterize a geodesic x(t), 0 < t Q t,, so that 
/Ia(t = 1. In this case, the parameter t is itself the arc length, since 
si [Ii(t dt = t, and the geodesic is said to be normalized. 
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As can be shown using the calculus of variations [S], a normalized 
geodesic on S satisfies the second-order system of differential equations 
Z(t) = m(X) z(t), (2.3) 
where z(t) is some curve in R”. On the other hand, to stay on the surface S, 
the geodesic must also satisfy the equation [ 3 ] 
VII(x) i(t) = 0. (2.4) 
An expression for the space curve z(t) E R” may be obtained by differen- 
tiating (2.4) with respect o the step-length parameter t. We have 
v [ V/z(x)] i(t) i(t) + V/z(x) iyt) = 0. (2.5) 
In the above, V[Vh(x)] z?(t) is an m x n matrix whose ith row is i’(t) Hi(x), 
i = l,..., m, where Hi is the Hessian of the ith component, hi, of the mapping 
h. Hence, (2.5) is written as 
i’(t) i(t) + V/r(x) Z(t) = 0. (2.6) 
Using (2.3), we obtain from (2.6) 
i(t) + Vh(x) V%(x) z(t) = 0. (2.7) 
Since by our regularity assumption, VIZ(X) is of full row rank, VIZ(X) VT/z(x) 
is an m x m invertible matrix, and system (2.7) can be solved with respect o 
z(t), yielding 
z(t) = --[V/z(x) V%(x)]-’ xl’(t) i(t). (2.8) 
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Introducing the above expression for z(t) into (2.3), we obtain 
2(t) = -VTh(x)[Vh(x) VTh(~)]--I s?;-‘(t) i(t)* (2.9) 
It is now reasonable to require that x(t) is a steepest descent curve [2] for 
the objective function at x(0). The above argument suggests that i(0) should 
be a unit vector in the direction of the negative gradient, as measured on the 
surface S, that is, a unit vector in the opposite direction of the projected 
gradient at x(0). 
Let x(O) = xk be the initial point and let d(xk) denote the projection of the 
gradient V’f(xk) onto the tangent plane to S at xk. We recall [9, lo] that 
d(Xk) = P(x”) v Tf(Xk), (2.10) 
where P(x”) is the projection matrix at xk, given by 
P(Xk) = I - V%(Xk)[Vh(Xk) V%(xk)] -’ Vh(xk). (2.11) 
Therefore, the normalized geodesic curve passing through xk and having 
the same initial heading as the projected negative gradient at that point is 
determined by the solution to the following system of differential equations: 
i(t) = -W(Xk)[..., i.‘(t) H,(x”) i(t),...]‘, 
x(0) = xk, i(0) = -U(Xk), 
(2.12) 
where 
W(x”) = Vh(Xk)[Vh(Xk) vrh(Xk)]-l, (2.13) 
and 
Gk> = 4xk)/l14xk>ll. (2.14) 
Solving the above system is, in general, not easy owing to the nonlinearity 
of the problem functions f and h. An approximate solution curve may, 
however, be obtained by expanding x(t) to a Taylor series about t = 0. A 
second-order expansion gives 
Recognizing that 
x(t) = x(0) + ti(0) + ft%(O). (2.15) 
x(0) = Xk, (2.16) 
i(0) = -U(Xk), (2.17) 
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and 
f(O) = -W(x”)[..., U’(Xk) H,(x”) U(Xk),...]T, i = l,..., m, (2.18) 
Eq. (2.15) yields 
X(t) = Xk - tU(Xk) - tt2W(Xk)[..., U’(X”) Hi(X”) U(Xk),...17, 
i = l,..., m. (2.19) 
Let us now make the change of variable 
t + t II 4x”)ll. (2.20) 
Then, Eq. (2.19) is written as 
X(t) = Xk - td(Xk) - ~t2W(Xk)[..., dT(Xk) Hi(X”) d(Xk),...lT, 
i = l,..., m, (2.21) 
or 
x(t) = Xk - tfyx”) V’f(x”) - yW(Xk) 
x [ . ..) Vf(Xk) P(x”) Hi(Xk) P(x”) v Tf(Xk) )... ] T. (2.22) 
From a geometric point of view, the oscillating parabola 
S(Xk, t) = tq(xk) + t2r(xk) (2.23) 
of origin xk can be interpreted as an approximation to the ideal curve in the 
two-dimensional variety spanned by the vectors 
q(xk) = 3(x”) v ‘f(x”) (2.24) 
and 
r(xk) = -w-(x”) II( (2.25) 
where u(xk) is an m-dimensional vector with components 
Ui(Xk) = fVf(Xk) P(x”) Hi(Xk) P(x”) v ‘j-(x”) i = I,..., m. (2.26) 
The curve (2.23) is a natural extension, for second-order approximation, to 
the tangent -P(xk) VT’(xk). 
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3. AN ALGORITHM 
In this section an algorithm is developed for solving the problem 
minf(x),f:R”-, R, (3.1) 
xES={xER”/h(x)=0,h:R”+R”,m<n}. (3.2) 
Each iteration of the algorithm is decomposed in two phases. Starting from a 
feasible point xk, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., a move is performed along the space curve 
s(xk, t) = -td(xk) - ;t2W(Xk)[..., dT(Xk) H,(x”) d(Xk),...lT, 
i = l,..., m, (3.3) 
where 
and 
d(Xk) =P(x”) vTf(Xk), (3.4) 
W(x”) = VTh(Xk)[Vh(Xk) VTh(xk)]-l, (3.5) 
P(x”) = I - W(x”) Vh(xk). (3.6) 
It is followed by a restoration move in order to satisfy the constraint 
equations. 
Let rk be the smallest nonnegative value of l yielding a minimum of the 
objective function along s(xk, t), and let 
yk = Xk + S(Xk, Sk). (3.7) 
Then, since x(l) = xk t s(x~, t) is only a second-order approximation to the 
geodesic emanating from xk in the direction of the projected negative 
gradient at that point, yk will not in general be feasible. To maintain 
feasibility the following system of nonlinear equations has to be solved: 
h(Y) = 0, h:R”+R”. (3.8) 
Let 7 be a solution to system (3.8), and let us expand h(T) to a Taylor series 
about yk. To a first-order approximation, we have 
h(jJ)=O=h(yk)tVh(yk)(y-yk). (3.9) 
Assuming now that we move back to the constraint surface in a direction 
orthogonal to the tangent plane at xk, and that 11 yk - xk )I is small enough, we 
obtain from (3.9) 
jr= yk - VTh(xk)(Vh(xk) V’h(xk)]-’ h(yk) (3.10) 
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or, using (3.5) as well, 
y= yk - W(x”) h( y”). (3.11) 
Equation (3.11) leads to the iterative process 
Yj + I = Yj - W(Xk) h( Yj), j = 0, 1) 2 )...) y, = yk (3.12) 
which, when started close enough to xk and the constraint surface, converges 
to a point xk + ’ satisfying h(xk + ‘) = 0. Note that it may be necessary to scale 
down the step length t, by a factor /3 E (0, l), possibly several times, from 
the initial determination t, = rk, until the restoration phase is successful. 
It is important to provide a rule for the step length t, ensuring that the 
sequence (xk} generated by the algorithm is convergent. Each iteration must 
result in a descent in the objective, and convergence can be established if this 
improvement is sufficient enough. Sufficient descent in the value of the 
objective function is achieved by scaling down the step length t, by a factor 
p E (0, 1). until the following test, first proposed by Armijo [ 1 ] in the 
framework of unconstrained optimization is satisfied: 
f(xk+ ‘> - f(Xk> < ---of, I/d(Xk)l12, (3.13) 
where u is a positive number in the interval (0, l/2). 
The following algorithm may now be stated. A pseudo-ALGOL format is 
used. 
Step 0. Select a feasible point x0 E R” such that the level set L, = 
(x E S/f(x) < f(xO)} is compact. 
Sfep 1. Set k = 0; set u and the damping parameters /3,p E (0, 1); set the 
tolerence E and the maximal number, M, of iterations during the restoration 
phase. 
Step 2. Compute the gradient Vrf(xk) of the objective function, the 
Jacobian Vh(xk), and the Hessian H(xk) = [H,(xk),..., Hi(xk),..., H,(xk)] of 
the mapping h(x) at xk; compute W(x”), the projection matrix P(xk) and the 
projected gradient d(xk) from (3.5), (3.6), and (3.4), respectively; if 
d(xk) = 0, then stop; else go to step 3. 
Step 3. Procedure “unidimensional minimization.” Find the smallest 
local minimizer rk of minimize: f(xk + s(xk, t)), t > 0, where s(xk, t) is the 
curvilinear search path (3.3); set t, = rk. 
Step 4. Set yk = xk + s(xk, fk). 
Step 5. Procedure “constraint restoration.” Set j = 0; set y, = yk; while 
I/h(Yj)ll>E andj<Mdo: setyj+l=yj-W(xk)h(yi)andj=j+ 1. 
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Step 6. If ((h( yJ/ > e,then set t, = @tk and go to step 4; else set 
X k+l_ - Yf. 
Step 7. Procedure “Armijo’s test.” If f(x”+ ‘) - f(xk) > --at, 11 d(x”)l]‘, 
then set t, = ptk and go to step 4; else go to step 8. 
Step 8. Setk=k+l;gotostep2. 
Note that the above algorithm when the constraints are linear, or when the 
step length is sufficiently small, reduces to Rosen’s Gradient Projection 
Method. 
4. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES 
As may be proved [4], a necessary condition for Z to be a local minimizer 
to problem (3.1~(3.2) is that there exists a multiplier U E Rm such that (Y, U) 
is a stationary point of the Lagrangian function 
Z(x, 24) = f(x) - 24 =/l(x), (4.1) 
i.e., 
VZ(f, U) = Vf(.q - ii= V/l(Z) = 0 (4.2) 
under the linear independence assumption. An expression for ti may be 
obtained postmultiplying (4.2) by VT/r(X). We have 
Vf(.f) Vh(.q - UT VIZ(l) V%(X) = 0 (4.3) 
from which, since V/z(Z) VT/z(f) is an invertible matrix, 
Ii = [Vh(T) V=h(q-’ V/l(f) v-f(f). (4.4) 
Substituting the above value for ti into (4.2), we obtain 
VZ(T, ti) = Vjp)[Z - v=h(.q[vh(q v=h(q-l Vh(2)] = 0 (45) 
or 
d(.q = P(.q v-f@) = 0. (4.6) 
That is, if X is a local minimizer to (3.1)--(3.2), both the gradient of the 
Lagrangian and the projected gradient at 2 must be zero. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A point x is called desirable, if and only if the 
projected gradient, P(x) VTf(x), at x is zero. 1 
The following theorem may now be proved. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If f is bounded from below, then every accumulation point 
of the sequence (xk} constructed by the algorithm is desirable. 
Proof: Let xk be a feasible point where the projected gradient is nonzero, 
and let us expand f(xk + s(xk, tk)) in a Taylor series about t = 0. We have 
where 
f(,yk + s(Xk, lk)) - f(Xk) = t,(@-(o)/dt) + o(t:>, (4.7) 
df(O)/dt = Vf(xk) x(0) = -Vf(xk) P(x”) V’f (xk). (4.8) 
Recognizing that P’(x”) = P(x”), P’(xk) P(x”) = P(x”), we obtain 
j-(-y” + s(xk, tk)) - f (x”) = -1, vf (x”) P”(x”) P(x”) V7f(Xk) + o(t;) 
= -tk 1) d(xk)l12 + o(t;). (4.9) 
We conclude that there exists a u E (0, l/2) and a tk > 0 such thatf(xkt ‘) - 
j-(x”) < --at, Ild(x”)l/‘. H ence, after at most a finite number of scalings by the 
factor p E (0, 1) from the initial determination t, = rk, the test (3.13) is 
satisfied. The proof follows now from the fact that {x”} is a monotonically 
decreasing sequence and that the step length tk is positively bounded from 
below. 1 
At this point, let us expand f (x” + s(xk, t)) about xk to second-order 
approximation. We have 
f(x” + s(xk, 1)) -f (x”) 
= Vf(Xk) s(xk, 1) + fSr(Xk, 1) F(Xk) S(Xk, 1) + O(ll s(xk, t)l13) 
= -t Vf(xk) d(xk) - (t2/2) Vf(xk) W(xk)[..., dT(xk) Hi(xk) d(xk),...lT 
+ (t*/2) dr(xk) F(xk) d(xk) + O(ll d(xk)l13), (4. IO) 
where F(x) is the Hessian of the objective function f at x. Recognizing that 
VJ(xk) W(x”) = Vf(x”) VTh(xk)[Vh(xk) VTh(xk)]-’ = uT(xk), (4.11) 
where u(xk) is an estimate of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier at xk, we obtain 
f(x” + S(Xk, t)) - f(Xk) 
= -t Vf(x”) P(xk) VTf(xk) + (t*/2) dr(xk) F(xk) d(xk) 
- (t*/2) d’(xk) H(xk) u(x”) + O(ll d(x”)ll”) 
= -t jId(xk)((* + (t2/2) dr(xk)[F(xk) - H(xk) u(x”)J d(xk) + O(/ld(xk)l13) 
= -t /ld(xk)j12 + (t*/2) dr(xk) L( 2, u(x~)) d(Xk) + cqll +kW), (4.12) 
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where the m-tuple H(x) = [H,(x),..., H,(x),..., H,,,(x)J is the Hessian of the 
mapping h at x, and 
with u(x) given by 
L (x, u(x)) = i;(x) - H(x) u(x) (4.13) 
u(x) = W’(x) VT.(x) (4.14) 
is the Hessian of the Lagrangian with respect o x. 
Now, since the sequence (x”} converges to a point i satisfying d(Y) = P(Z) 
Vr@) = 0, it follows that there exists an integer N large enough such that 
for k > N, IId(x”)ll is very small. Hence, the value of the step-length 
parameter t minimizing the objective function along s(xk, t) for k > N and N 
large enough, is given by 
II 4x”)ll’ 
5k = d’(xk) L(x’, u(x”)) d(xk) + O(ll d(x”)ll>. 
Substituting the above value for t into (4.12), we obtain 
j-(x” + S(Xk, rk)) - j-(x”) 
1 II d(x”)ll’ =-- 
2 dr(xk) L(xk, u(x”)) d(xk) + O(ll4x”)ll”)~ (4.16) 
Assuming that .? satisfies the suffkient second-order conditions for 
optimality [4], the matrix L(x, U(X)) is positive definite over the tangent 
subspace to S at X, and therefore in a domain around 2. Hence, there exists a 
c E (0, l/Z) such that the test (3.13) is satisfied for t, = rk, and no reduction 
of the original step length is required. Note also that for k > N and N large 
enough, lId( is very small so that the restoration phase presents no 
computational diffkulties. 
The following theorem establishes the asymptotic convergence rate of the 
sequence (xk}. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that the sequence {xk} converges to X, an isolated 
local minimizer to problem (3.1)-(3.2). Let M and m be, respectively, the 
largest and smallest eigenvalue of L(,f, zi) restricted to the tangent subspace 
to S at k, M > m > 0. Then, {xk} converges linearly to X with asymptitic 
ratio (M - m/M + m)‘. 
Proof. As has been proved, for k > N and N suffkiently large, we have 
1 II d(xkI14 
fkk+ ‘1 - fcXk) = - T dT(Xk) L(Xk, U(Xk)) d(Xk) + OW(x”)ll”>~ (4.17) 
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Let us introduce the error vector 
e(xk) = xk - X (4.18) 
and expand f(f) in a Taylor series about xk. Since h(xk) = h(Z) = 0, we 
obtain 
“f(2) - j-(x”) = I@, u(x”)) - l(Xk, U(Xk)) 
= Vl(Xk, u(x”))(Z - Xk) 
+ j(Z - XkyL(Xk, U(Xk))(%-Xk) + O(llX - XkJ13) (4.19) 
from which 
f(xk) -f(3) = Vl(xk, u(x”)) e(xk) - $eT(xk) L(xk, u(x”)) e(x”) 
+ O(ll e(xkl13>. (4.20) 
A first-order expansion of VI yields, since V/(x, u(x)) = V’(x) - u’(x) x 
Viz(x) = Vf(x)[Z - W(x) V/z(x)] = VAX) P(x) = dT(X), 
d(xk) = L(x’, 14(x”)) e(x”) + 0(((e(xk)l12). (4.21) 
From (4.20) and (4.21) we obtain 
f(xk) -f(X) = fe’(xk) L(xk, u(xk)) e(xk) + O(l[ e(x”)ll’). 
Hence 
(4.22) 
f(x”) -f(f) = $dT(xk) L- ‘(xk, u(x”)) d(xk) + O(ll e(x”)ll’). (4.23) 
For the ratio of successive rrors we have, combining (4.17) and (4.23), 
S(xk”) - .f (4 
f(xk) - fW 
dr(xk) L - ‘(xk, u(xk)) d(xk) d7(xk) L(xk, u(x”)) d(xk) 
x (1 + o(lle(x”)ll)). (4.24) 
Using the fact that L(xk, u(x~))+ L(f, iZ) as k-, co, and applying the 
Kantorovitch inequality [8], we finally obtain the desired result: 
f(xktl)-f(l)< M-m * 
k’% f(Xk) -f(Z) ’ ( 1 M+m’ 
(4.25) 
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5. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a new approach for constrained optimization along 
geodesics. The algorithm developed in this paper is a natural extension of 
Rosen’s Gradient Projection Method. The curvilinear search path used at 
each iteration of the algorithm is a second-order approximation to the 
geodesic curve of the constraint surface emanating from the current feasible 
point in the direction of the projected negative gradient at that point. The 
second partial derivatives of the constraints are directly involved into the 
expression for the path, thus reflecting the structure of the constraint surface 
in space. Consequently, the new algorithm should exhibit superior perfor- 
mance to that of Rosen’s method and, indeed, this is the case, as indicated 
by the numerical results obtained on a number of test problems. Moreover, 
the speed of convergence of the algorithm is asymptotically given by the 
Kantorowitch ration. Finally, the fact that the simplest approximation to the 
solution to the system of differential equations for the geodesic yields an 
extension to a known and successful minimization method suggests that one 
seek more accurate approximations to the ideal curve. Such approximations 
could be obtained either by expanding the right-hand side to a Taylor series, 
or by using a suitable technique for the numerical integration of our system 
of differential equations. Results toward this direction will appear in a 
forthcoming paper. 
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